


Act III, Scene 1:
"Cry 'Havoc!', and let slip the dogs of war"
between the states and NOAA Fisheries:

Are we wedded to a dogfish doomsday 
scenario, or will ecosystem management 
spur a new direction for dogfish 
management and cooperation?

David Pierce, Ph.D., Deputy Director





Bigelow and Schroeder Bigelow and Schroeder 
Fishes of the Gulf of MaineFishes of the Gulf of Maine

"Voracious almost beyond belief, the dogfish "Voracious almost beyond belief, the dogfish 
entirely deserves its bad reputationentirely deserves its bad reputation.  Not only .  Not only 
does it does it harryharry and drive off mackerel, herring, and drive off mackerel, herring, 
and even fish as large as cod and haddock, but and even fish as large as cod and haddock, but 
it it destroys vast numbers of themdestroys vast numbers of them.  Again and .  Again and 
again fishermen have described packs of dogs again fishermen have described packs of dogs 
dashing among schools of mackerel, and even dashing among schools of mackerel, and even 
attacking them within the seines, attacking them within the seines, biting through biting through 
the netthe net...At one time or another they prey on ...At one time or another they prey on 
practically all species of Gulf of Maine fish practically all species of Gulf of Maine fish 
smaller than themselves, and squid are also a smaller than themselves, and squid are also a 
regular article of diet whenever they are regular article of diet whenever they are 
found..."found..."



MurawskiMurawski 1991 paper, 1991 paper, Can we manage our Can we manage our 
multispeciesmultispecies fisheries?fisheries?

““Whether or not species changes on Georges Whether or not species changes on Georges 
Bank are due to biological interactions among Bank are due to biological interactions among 
species or are simply due to differential fishing species or are simply due to differential fishing 
mortality rates remains conjectural.  However, mortality rates remains conjectural.  However, 
total biomass in the system does seem to have total biomass in the system does seem to have 
again reached a threshold.  The again reached a threshold.  The ability to ability to 
increase the abundance of marketed species increase the abundance of marketed species 
may thus be limited by predation from or may thus be limited by predation from or 
competition with the competition with the elasmobranchelasmobranch speciesspecies..””







DogsDogs



9/06/06 9/06/06 -- estimated estimated 
10,000 lbs. of dogfish taken in a 10,000 lbs. of dogfish taken in a 

1.3 hour tow on 1.3 hour tow on StellwagenStellwagen
Bank. Bank. 











Cod Cod -- Extremely important to Extremely important to 
CommonwealthCommonwealth

nn Golden Cod hanging Golden Cod hanging 
in our State in our State 
Legislature.  Legislature.  

nn Cod (Gulf of Maine & Cod (Gulf of Maine & 
Georges Bank) has Georges Bank) has 
had major influence had major influence 
on Commonwealthon Commonwealth’’s s 
history.history.



CodCod











Cod Conservation ZoneCod Conservation Zone
nn Taken Taken very important and very important and 

dramaticdramatic steps to foster steps to foster 
Gulf of Maine cod Gulf of Maine cod 
rebuilding.  rebuilding.  

nn Implemented Cod Implemented Cod 
Conservation Zone with Conservation Zone with 
December 1 through December 1 through 
February 28 closure.  February 28 closure.  

nn 33--month closure to month closure to 
protect preprotect pre--spawning and spawning and 
spawning cod in spawning cod in 
Massachusetts Bay area.  Massachusetts Bay area.  

nn Strong indication efforts Strong indication efforts 
have been successful.have been successful.



COD & DOGSCOD & DOGS





Ecological interactions between Ecological interactions between 
elasmobranchselasmobranchs and groundfish and groundfish 

species on the northeastern U.S. species on the northeastern U.S. 
Continental Shelf: Continental Shelf: Evaluating Evaluating 

predationpredation.  .  
In: In: North American Journal of Fisheries North American Journal of Fisheries 

ManagementManagement (2002)(2002) by J.S. Link, L.P. Garrison, by J.S. Link, L.P. Garrison, 
and F.P. Almeidaand F.P. Almeida



Dogfish 1998 PredationDogfish 1998 Predation

nn Cod (age 1)Cod (age 1) 2.152.15 million fishmillion fish (mean); (mean); 
range from 490,000 to 4.66 million fish range from 490,000 to 4.66 million fish 
VPA age 1 stock size = VPA age 1 stock size = 5.775.77 million fishmillion fish

nn Fluke (ages 0 & 1)Fluke (ages 0 & 1) 19.919.9 million fishmillion fish
(mean); range of 4.5 to 43.1 million fish   (mean); range of 4.5 to 43.1 million fish   
VPA  ages 0 & 1 = VPA  ages 0 & 1 = 62.8862.88 million fishmillion fish



Juvenile CodJuvenile Cod →→ DogfishDogfish
nn NEFSC research has verified that dogfish prey on NEFSC research has verified that dogfish prey on 

juvenile cod.  juvenile cod.  
nn Although amount of predation considered by Although amount of predation considered by 

NMFS to be minimal when compared to NMFS to be minimal when compared to 
predation on other species, an annual amount of predation on other species, an annual amount of 
2.2 million cod with most being juvenile fish 2.2 million cod with most being juvenile fish is is 
consequentialconsequential especially because that especially because that predation predation 
likely localized on inshore, cod spawning and likely localized on inshore, cod spawning and 
nursery groundsnursery grounds.   .   
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IronyIrony of having to rebuild dogfish even of having to rebuild dogfish even 
though by doing so we will impact efforts to though by doing so we will impact efforts to 
rebuild cod, etc., if we are to believe NEFSC rebuild cod, etc., if we are to believe NEFSC 
scientists.  Dogfish management plan silent scientists.  Dogfish management plan silent 

on this issue.  It shouldn't be.  on this issue.  It shouldn't be.  

Single species plan with Single species plan with 
multimulti--species implications.species implications.





JustificationJustification
nn GOM cod rebuilding requirements have impacted GOM cod rebuilding requirements have impacted 

Massachusetts fishermen especially in nearMassachusetts fishermen especially in near--shore portion shore portion 
of western Gulf of Maine.  of western Gulf of Maine.  

nn Because fishermen will be obliged to fish under existing Because fishermen will be obliged to fish under existing 
and proposed new restrictions, chances for cod and proposed new restrictions, chances for cod 
spawning success, juvenile survival, and rebuilding must spawning success, juvenile survival, and rebuilding must 
be maximized.be maximized.

nn Removing dogfish predators through fishing, even Removing dogfish predators through fishing, even 
through smallthrough small--scaled, is scaled, is precautionary and common precautionary and common 
sense approachsense approach especially in context of ecosystemespecially in context of ecosystem--based based 
fishery management. fishery management. 

nn Promote Promote higher ecological integrityhigher ecological integrity of of MassBayMassBay portion of portion of 
GOM ecosystem by favoring GOM ecosystem by favoring highly desirable status of highly desirable status of 
ecosystemecosystem, i.e., one not dominated by large, i.e., one not dominated by large--sized, sized, 
piscivorouspiscivorous spiny dogfish. spiny dogfish. 



JustificationJustification
nn Furthering higher ecological integrity argument, Furthering higher ecological integrity argument, 

by allowing smallby allowing small--scale directed fishery, we scale directed fishery, we 
contribute towards removal of one of the major contribute towards removal of one of the major 
predators of sea herring.   predators of sea herring.   

nn According to NEFSC, dogfish consume about According to NEFSC, dogfish consume about 
68,000 68,000 mtmt of sea herring (848 million fish) of sea herring (848 million fish) 
annually. annually. 

nn Area 1A quota reduced to Area 1A quota reduced to 45,000 45,000 mtmt from from 
50,000 50,000 mtmt for 2008 & 2009. for 2008 & 2009. 

nn Allowing smallAllowing small--scale directed fishery is consistent scale directed fishery is consistent 
with concerns about herring removals. with concerns about herring removals. 



Return to smallReturn to small--scale fishing & scale fishing & 
landing more landing more bycatchbycatch

nn New assessment information and SARC/SAW New assessment information and SARC/SAW 
conclusions; e.g., spiny dogfish is conclusions; e.g., spiny dogfish is no longer no longer 
overfishedoverfished, and, applying new , and, applying new FFthresholdthreshold value (F value (F 
= 0.39, not current F = 0.11), = 0.39, not current F = 0.11), overfishingoverfishing is is 
not occurringnot occurring.   .   

nn Assessment information suggests to Assessment information suggests to 
MarineFisheriesMarineFisheries a need for a need for precautionary precautionary 
approach with regards to cod conservation, i.e., approach with regards to cod conservation, i.e., 
err on side of cod rebuilding, not dogfish err on side of cod rebuilding, not dogfish 
rebuildingrebuilding..



2006 Assessment Update2006 Assessment Update
nn SweptSwept--area biomass area biomass 

estimate for 2006 based estimate for 2006 based 
on the NMFS spring on the NMFS spring 
bottom trawl survey bottom trawl survey 
increased dramatically to increased dramatically to 
253,400 253,400 mtmt of large, of large, 
mature females (mature females (≥≥ 80 80 
cm).  cm).  

nn The 3The 3--year moving year moving 
average of large female average of large female 
biomass increased to biomass increased to 
116,600 116,600 mtmt; therefore, ; therefore, 
the stock is no longer the stock is no longer 
overfishedoverfished ((SSBSSBthresholdthreshold
about 100,000 about 100,000 mtmt large large 
females).females).



2007 Assessment Update2007 Assessment Update
nn SweptSwept--area biomass area biomass 

estimate for 2007 based estimate for 2007 based 
on the NMFS spring on the NMFS spring 
bottom trawl survey bottom trawl survey 
158,000 158,000 mtmt of large, of large, 
mature females (mature females (≥≥ 80 cm).  80 cm).  

nn The 3The 3--year moving year moving 
average of large female average of large female 
biomass increased to biomass increased to 
155,800 155,800 mtmt; therefore, the ; therefore, the 
stock is no longer stock is no longer 
overfishedoverfished ((SSBSSBthresholdthreshold
about 100,000 about 100,000 mtmt large large 
females).females).





Why do we want to rebuild dogfish Why do we want to rebuild dogfish 
"competitors and predators" "competitors and predators" 

to 440 million lbs. (200,000 to 440 million lbs. (200,000 mtmt)) ––
stock size (stock size (just females just females ≥≥ 80 cm80 cm) ) 

believed to maximize average believed to maximize average 
recruitment and used as a proxy recruitment and used as a proxy 

for for BBmsymsy??



WHY?WHY?
nn Because we have to!Because we have to!
nn Ecological considerations be damned!Ecological considerations be damned!
nn MSRA implications?   Who knows?MSRA implications?   Who knows?
nn Assume worstAssume worst--case scenario? case scenario? 
nn Optimism?   Optimism?   ASMFC!ASMFC!





Beginning May 1, 2008 the spiny dogfish daily limit shall 
be 600-lbs. This trip limit will remain in effect through 

August 31st. On September 1st the trip limit will increase 
to 2,000-lbs. and remain in effect until MarineFisheries
determines that 58% of the annual ASMFC approved 
regional quota of 8-million lbs. has been reached. 
The increased 2,000-lb. trip limit in effect beginning 
September 1st applies to permit holders who do not 

possess federal permits. The federal trip limit will remain 
unchanged at 600-lbs. and applies to any vessel that 

holds a federal permit for spiny dogfish. When 58% of 
the interstate plan quota is reached, and DMF closes the 

fishery – all landings of dogfish (by state and federal 
permit holders) will be prohibited through the end of the 

fishing year. 





Doggone it!!Doggone it!!






